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The intent of the law:  
 Reduce the uninsured population
 Guarantee coverage
 Eliminate benefit limits 
 Improve quality of care, through transparency, electronic records, wellness, etc.
 Create public health exchanges (a.k.a., Marketplaces)
 Regulate insurers

The General goal to reduce the numbers of uninsured was a noble cause of 
the Policymakers, but some argue the ACA will create new problems.

Other stated goals that may not come to pass  
 “Keep the coverage you have”?
 “Will not add one dime to the Federal Deficit”?
 Reduce overall health care costs and spending?

Recapping Objectives of the 
Affordable Care Act (ACA)
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What will the health benefits and insurance world 
look like in 2020… 

Will the employer-based system become extinct?

Will public exchanges and individual coverage dominate the landscape?

Will benefit offerings change hiring patterns and accelerate 
freelance/contract-worker employment?

Will health care cost trends be tamed 
by market competition?

Will the federal deficit implode under 
the weight of this new entitlement? 

How will provider access change?

Who cares about 2020, what are we 
doing in the short-term?

How Will ACA Change Health Benefits?
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The far reaching Act will go beyond expanding 
coverage to more Americans

There will be unintended changes to:
 Access to coverage
 Access to providers
 Hiring patterns
 Employer Benefit Offerings
 Union Bargaining
 Provider Reimbursement
 Delivery in Health Care

We must  remember that changing nearly 1/5th of the 
U.S. economy won’t happen overnight and future political 

and economic events could change the course of ACA. 

ACA will do more than cover the uninsured
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Three factors that threaten the employer-based system:

Potential for plan sponsors to eliminate risk of medical trends
 Shift burden of medical trends to individual, federal government and insurers

Will access to subsidized health insurance give employers the out? 
Will some decide to pay the penalty, instead of complying with the 
law?

Will Group Employer Health Plans Become Extinct?  

1 New Federal Premium Subsidy creates substantial potential for savings 
to employers/plan sponsors in lower wage industries (retail, food, etc.)

2 Guaranteed Issue (elimination of pre-existing condition exclusions)

3 Highly regulated underwriting rules for insurers in the public exchanges
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New premium subsidies will be available to individual consumers 
earning less than 4 times the federal poverty level:

Federal subsidies go directly to insurance companies to subsidize 
coverage for low-income citizens in the state-based exchanges

Potentially more than 50% of U.S. households could qualify (based 
on Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) estimates)

The subsidy will vary substantial by income, age and family size:
 Premium caps from 2% to 9.5% of income 
 Value of subsidies for low income families can exceed $10,000 per year

New Federal Subsidies Help People Buy Coverage  

Persons in Family 100% FPL 133% FPL 250% FPL 400% FPL
1 $11,490 $15,282 $28,725 $45,960
2 $15,510 $20,628 $38,775 $62,040 
3 $19,530 $25,975 $48,825 $78,120
4 $23,550 $31,322 $58,875 $94,200
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Value of new premium subsidies (savings to plan sponsors) vary 
dramatically by income and family status

Model assumes employer increases wages to cover maximum premium of silver coverage on 
state health exchange.

Appendix has details of cost savings modeling of subsidies for 
employers that consider terminating group medical plans and 
replace with wages to buy silver coverage on public exchange. 

New Federal Subsidies Help People Buy Coverage  

Income Level
At 200% of

Federal Poverty
At 350% of

Federal Poverty
Single Coverage $2,862 $(1,323)
Family Coverage $14,307 $4,574 

ANNUAL EXPECTED PLAN SPONSOR SAVINGS 
FOR REPLACING HEALTH PLANS

(AFTER EMPLOYER PENALTIES  ADJUSTMENTS FOR PLAN VALUE
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Exchange/Subsidy Modeling
Based on Average Plan Costs

(a)
Projected 
Fund Cost 

2014

(b)
Exchange
Maximum 
Premium 

Silver Plan

(c)
Employer 
Penalty

(d)
Employer 
Taxes on 

Additional 
Wages

(e)
Total New 
Employer 

Cost
(b)+(c)+(d)

(f)
Employer 

Savings Before
OOP Expense 

& Tax
(a)-(e)

(g)
Member 

Cost 
Sharing

Additional 
Expense

(h)
Member 
Taxes on 

Additional 
Wages

(i)
Savings after 
Member OOP 

Expense & 
Tax

(f)-(g)-(h)
@200% FPL
Single $6,672 $1,448 $2,000 $109 $3,557 $3,115 $- $253 $2,862 
Family $20,016 $2,967 $2,000 $223 $5,190 $14,826 $- $519 $14,307 
@250% FPL
Single $6,672 $2,312 $2,000 $173 $4,485 $2,187 $1,003 $405 $779 
Family $20,016 $4,739 $2,000 $355 $7,094 $12,922 $3,010 $829 $9,083 
@300% FPL
Single $6,672 $3,275 $2,000 $246 $5,521 $1,151 $1,219 $573 $(641)
Family $20,016 $6,712 $2,000 $503 $9,215 $10,801 $3,655 $1,175 $5,971 
@350% FPL
Single $6,672 $3,820 $2,000 $287 $6,107 $565 $1,219 $669 $(1,323)
Family $20,016 $7,830 $2,000 $587 $10,417 $9,599 $3,655 $1,370 $4,574 
@399% FPL
Single $6,672 $4,355 $2,000 $327 $6,682 $(10) $1,219 $762 $(1,991)
Family $20,016 $8,927 $2,000 $670 $11,597 $8,419 $3,655 $1,562 $3,202 
>=400% FPL
Single $6,672 $5,770 $2,000 $433 $8,203 $(1,531) $1,219 $1,010 $(3,760)
Family $20,016 $17,309 $2,000 $1,298 $20,607 $(591) $3,655 $3,029 $(7,275)

Notes: The projected fund cost was derived based on a sample of Segal COBRA rates trended to 2014.
For new cost in projection year, employer pays maximum premium plus penalty plus tax on additional wages.
Assumes Plan actuarial value of 87%.
Cost sharing impact assumes Silver Exchange Plan actuarial value of 87% at 200% FPL, 73% at 250% FPL, and 70% at higher income levels.

NET VALUE OF FEDERAL SUBSIDY BY HOUSEHOLD INCOME LEVEL (% ABOVE FPL) 
AVERAGE MULTIEMPLOYER HEALTH FUND COST AFTER OOP EXPENSE AND TAX
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For some employers savings from subsidies are too big 
to ignore, but other issues 
must be factored in

Tax implications to employers and employees 

Loss of purchasing leverage of group buyer

Individual consumer subject to market forces

Loss of employer advocacy and affiliation

Increase in member out-of-pocket expenses—silver plan has lower 
actuarial plan value than most bargained health plans

Loss of plan sponsor customization and control

Potential loss of group subsidy for older individuals

The Dynamics of New Federal Premium Subsidies
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Employer 
Based
57%

Medicare
21%

Medicaid
16%

Individual
6%

% OF US COVERAGE 
2011 (CMS)

Expansion of Medicaid and Federal Subsidies will 
have some impact on the future coverage

Employer 
Based
40%

Medicare
25%

Medicaid
23%

Individual
12%

% OF US COVERAGE 
2020

US uninsured population cut by millions but still 
significant and costs remain a problem 

Excludes VA, Tricare population
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Segal reviewed several surveys from competitors, insurers and trade 
organizations (e.g., McKinsey, Buck, Mercer, Kaiser, EBRI, IFEBP, ADP, Lockton)
 Results range from 3% to 20% of surveyed employers are likely or very likely to 

terminate group medical coverage in 2014
 Large group (1,000+ lives) less likely to drop employer based group coverage 

(5% likely vs. 20% for groups with less than 50 lives—Source: McKinsey)

The most vulnerable sectors of new mandates and subsidies will be:
 Groups with heavy part-time work force (e.g., retailers)
 Groups with large concentration of lower wage workforce
 Industries with high concentration of small group employers and ability to hire 

temporary workers (some low skilled building trades)

So, at least initially, Kapladomous predicts that the majority of group 
employer based coverage model will not become extinct!

Employer Surveys
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More out of pocket costs to consumers with better than median 
household income

Less provider access and choice for those on Medicaid and on lower 
premium public insurance offerings

A two-tier system of coverage 
begins to emerge:
 European style system for Medicaid 

and Public Market Policyholders
 Longer waits, less access to 

“Premier Providers” who opt out

Employers, Unions, Individuals 
with means “buy up”
 Supplemental coverage
 Direct access to premier providers
 Exclusive medical concierge services

What will coverage look like on the Public Markets?
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Major changes already taking place:
 Private practices are merging or being acquired by big health care
 Huge effort to leverage technology
 Expanded role of physician extenders (e.g., physician assistants, NPs, Clinics, 

Telemedicine)
 Changes to provider reimbursement systems 

Rationing is inevitable, but the face 
of rationing will change
 Higher front end member cost sharing (e.g., high 

deductibles) will ration consumer utilization of 
discretionary services

 Federal and State Government will cut back on 
provider reimbursement leading to less provider 
participation and longer waits

 Will there be more focus on end of life care treatment? 
(Not death panels)

How will Health Care Delivery Systems Change?
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Major national retailer and union agreed to major 
changes to their benefit offering to part-time members

Problem
 Part-time medical benefits had low annual dollar limits
 Employer contributions could not support removing annual limits and preserving 

full-time benefits, wage increases and pension contributions
 Significant percentage of part-time workforce would lose federal subsidies under 

public exchange if group medical plan was offered

 Solution
 Preserve medical benefits for FT and PT averaging 30 hours per week of work
 Replace part-time limited medical benefit with:

– Enhanced ancillary services (dental, vision, life) 
– Wage increase
– Contribution (based on years of service) to health savings account for any part-

time member enrolling in a qualified high deductible plan as individual consumer 
under public exchange.

One Recent Case Study
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Why Self-Funded Group Health Plans Should Survive ACA

Most Plan Sponsors Will:
1. Maintain a major administrative savings advantage over insurers, 

2. Cater to the needs of their workforce for customization and dedication

3. Adapt to new market competition (change offerings, expand offerings)

Self-Funded Plans vs. Individual 
Insurance Environment

Self-Insured Group Plans Individual Health Insurance 
Exist solely for the benefit of the participants 
allowing the plan sponsor to control design, 

choice, access and dedicate support
Have competing interest—answering to 
shareholders as well as participants.  

Large self-funded group plans will have a long 
term economic advantage. These plans avoid 
most premium taxes, carrier profits and risk 

charges: Result less than 7% of every 
premium dollar goes towards administrative 

expenses and profit.

Individual insured premiums will see 15% 
to 20% of every premium dollar set by 

insurers go to administrative expenses and
profit charges. Age rating and regional 
rating could fragment older, multistate 

groups.

Employers/Unions have long standing 
precedent of providing branded group health 
coverage that is a key part of Union value.

Exchange based individual insured 
policyholders face greater challenges of 
market based disruption and selection 

issues.
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Low wage employers begin to terminate plans 
(Darden, Wal-Mart, McDonalds) or move to larger 
part-time workforce

If results are positive, others may follow
 No major backlash from workers
 Profits improve
 Insurance market is robust and stable (service is acceptable)

Plans may evolve:
 Offer cash incentives to terminate group plans (wage increases/bonus)
 Higher premium contributions for spouses
 Less generous medical benefits—Increase member cost sharing to avoid excise tax
 Move to more supplemental benefit package/ Supplement members (e.g., High Deductible 

plan) with Health Savings Accounts
 Enhance ancillary benefit offerings (dental, vision, life benefits, critical care supplement)
 Demand for concierge/advisory services may grow among private plan sponsors and unions

Retiree Health market moves predominately to defined contribution funding 
with private exchange platform

One Scenario
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Questions? 
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Appendix 
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Provision Description
Impact to 

Health Funds
Impact 

to Insurer
Employer Mandate Employer plan must be offered to 

“substantially all” or 95% of its full-time 
employees

Creates a complex calculation for 
multiemployer plans because law 
applies to employer, not plan

 Individual: No
 Small Group (<50) FI: No
 Large Group FI: Yes
 Self-Funded: Yes

Employer Shared 
Responsibility 
Penalty
(Delayed until 2015)

Requires large employers to pay a 
penalty if an employee goes to the 
Exchange and receives a subsidy 
 if don’t offer coverage
 if offer unaffordable coverage or 

AV<60%
 9.5% max payroll deduction for 

health premium (single coverage)

 Change in employer group plan 
offerings–low income

 Staffing changes in select 
industries

 Possible membership decline in 
some industries

 Individual: No
 Small Group (<50) FI: No
 Large Group FI: Yes
 Self-Funded: Yes

Premium Assistance 
Tax Credit

Employees may apply for the premium 
assistance tax credit when the 
employer-sponsored coverage for 
which they are eligible is below 60% of 
actuarial value and/or not affordable

New emphasis on Individual market 
growth

Subsidies on a sliding scale based on 
income. Premium assistance tax 
credit and cost-sharing assistance 
also available. Measured by cost of 
purchasing silver-level plan.

90 Day Waiting 
Period

Waiting period before coverage is in 
place cannot exceed 90 days

Additional pressure on plan costs and 
to terminate part time employees 
coverage

 Individual: No
 Small Group (<50) FI: Yes
 Large Group FI: Yes
 Self-Funded: Yes

Elimination 
of Annual and 
Lifetime Dollar 
Limits

Plans must eliminate annual and 
lifetime dollar limits

Elimination of mini-med plans. Adds 
pressure to terminate coverage to 
Part Time.  Increased interest in stop 
loss protection.

 Individual: Yes
 Small Group (<50) FI: Yes
 Large Group FI: Yes
 Self-Funded: Yes

Impact of Key ACA Provisions
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Provision Description Impact to Health Funds Impact to Insurer
Essential Health
Benefits (EHB)*

Health plans must provide 
Essential Heath Benefits 
1. Ambulatory patient services
2. Hospitalization
3. Emergency services
4. Maternity and newborn care
5. Mental health and substance 

use  disorder services, 
including behavioral health 
treatment

6. Prescription drugs
7. Rehabilitative and habilitative 

services and devices
8. Laboratory services
9. Preventive and wellness 

services and chronic disease
management

10.Pediatric services, including 
oral and vision care

Limited benefit plans (e.g., 
drug only) will need to be 
dropped or modified to 
meet new rules

 Individual: Yes
 Small Group (<50) FI: Yes
 Large Group FI: No
 Self-Funded: No

Out-of-Pocket 
(OOP) Maximum*

 OOP limits must comply with OOP limits for HSA plans
 All cost sharing (including copays for EHB must count toward OOP 

max

 Individual: Yes
 Small Group (<50) FI: Yes
 Large Group FI: Yes
 Self-Funded: Yes

Deductible Limits* Beginning 2014 plan design deductibles may not exceed a $2000 (self-
only) or $4000 (other than self-only) annual limitation

Not much change to the 
group market

 Individual: No
 Small Group (<50) FI: Yes
 Large Group FI: No
 Self-Funded: No

Elimination of Pre-
existing Condition 
(All Ages)

Beginning in 2014, no one, at any age, can be denied coverage based 
on a pre-existing health condition

Not much change to the 
group market

 Individual: Yes
 Small Group (<50) FI: Yes
 Large Group FI: Yes
 Self-Funded: Yes

Automatic 
Enrollment

Employers with more than 200 employees must automatically enroll 
new and renew current employees

Challenge to administer

Underwriting 
Rules 

State by state age rating Not much change to the 
large group market

 Individual: Yes
 Small Group (<50) FI: Yes
 Large Group FI: No
 Self-Funded: No

Impact of Key ACA Provisions

* Not required for grandfathered plans. Source: Segal Consulting
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Provision Description
Effective Date 

& Duration Payment Cycle Pricing Impact Fees
Comparative 
Effectiveness 
Research Fee

ACA created a new Patient-
Centered Outcomes Research 
Institute (PCORI) to conduct 
research evaluating and 
comparing health outcomes and 
assess the clinical 
effectiveness, risks and benefits 
of medical treatments. The 
PCORI’s work will funded in part 
through the comparative 
effectiveness research fees.

10/1/12
Fee sunsets in 

2019

Annually by July 
31st of the 
calendar year 
after the last day 
of the applicable 
plan year

 Individual: Yes
 Small Group (<50) FI: Yes
 Large Group FI: Yes
 Self-Funded: Yes

 HRA/FSA & Rx nuances, etc.

$1 per covered life the 
first year, $2 the second 
year and indexed 
thereafter. 

Health Insurer 
Fee (HIF)

Beginning in 2014, insurers will start 
paying for the new fee assessed 
against all insured plans (e.g., 
medical, Medicare Advantage, 
Medicare Part D, dental, vision 
plans, etc.)

1/1/2014
Fee is 

permanent

The start of first 
policy year on or 
after 1/1/2014.

 Individual: Yes
 Small Group (<50) FI: Yes
 Large Group FI: Yes
 Self-Funded: No

 Includes Dental/Vision

The additional cost is 
estimated to increase 
fully insured premiums 
on average by 2.0% to 
2.5% in 2014, and will 
increase premiums by 
3.0% to 4.0% in future 
years.

Temporary 
Reinsurance
Program

The aim of this program is to help 
stabilize premiums for coverage in 
the individual exchange market. 
Plans must submit their covered life 
count to HHS once per year by 
November 15th and will be billed 
annually by HHS for the fee.  

1/1/2014 It is scheduled to 
last from 2014 
through 2016. 

 Individual: Yes
 Small Group (<50) FI: Yes
 Large Group FI: Yes
 Self-Funded: No

 Excludes Dental/Vision

Year 1: $5.25 per month 
for each covered life.
Industry-wide federal 
targets, to which states 
may add: 
 2014: $12B 
 2015: $8B 
 2016: $5B 

Risk 
Adjustment 
Fee

Zero sum redistribution of 
premiums from plans with 
healthier populations to 
plans with unhealthier 
populations. 

1/1/2014
Fee is 

permanent

Annually by June 
of the calendar 
year after the last
day of the 
applicable plan 
year

 Individual: Yes
 Small Group (<50) FI: Yes
 Large Group FI: No
 Self-Funded: No

Administration costs is 
~$1 per covered life in 
year 1

Key ACA Taxes and Fees

Source–Segal Consulting
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Exchange/Subsidy Modeling
Based on Average Plan Costs, Continued

Index of FPL
# Lives
Single

# Lives
Family

Annual 
Savings Per 

Single

Average 
Savings Per 

Family

Aggregate
Savings 

from Income 
Band

Projected
Fund Cost 

2014
200% 318 477 $3,115 $14,826 $8,056,869 
250% 78 116 $2,187 $12,922 $1,672,754 
300% 72 108 $1,151 $10,801 $1,243,891 
350% 59 89 $565 $9,599 $885,338 
399% 48 72 $(10) $8,419 $609,349 

>=400% 226 338 $(1,531) $(591) ($545,230)
Total 800 1,200 $11,922,970 $29,356,800 
Projected Percentage Savings 40.6%

ESTIMATED GROUP PLAN SPONSOR SAVINGS IN 2014
BEFORE PLAN VALUE ADJUSTMENTS

Source: Segal Consulting
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Exchange/Subsidy Modeling
Based on Average Plan Costs, Continued

Index of FPL
# Lives
Single

# Lives
Family

Annual 
Savings Per 

Single

Average 
Savings Per 

Family

Aggregate
Savings 

from Income 
Band

Projected
Fund Cost 

2014
200% 318 477 $2,862 $14,307 $7,729,084 
250% 78 116 $779 $9,083 $1,116,992 
300% 72 108 ($641) $5,971 $596,086 
350% 59 89 ($1,323) $4,574 $327,664 
399% 48 72 ($1,991) $3,202 $135,792 

>=400% 226 338 ($3,760) ($7,275) ($3,309,157)
Total 800 1,200 $6,596,460 $29,356,800 
Projected Percentage Savings 22.5%

ESTIMATED GROUP PLAN SPONSOR SAVINGS IN 2014
AFTER PLAN VALUE ADJUSTMENTS

Source: Segal Consulting
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